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President  
 

Dear friends from all over the CCEAM 
 

I am writing to you under my capacity as the CCEAM President 
in order to thank you for the wonderful opportunities we all had 
during our meetings in Hong Kong and Shanghai, both formally 
and informally, during our long deliberations there. I feel 
confident that, based on everybody’s assistance, the CCEAM will 
be getting into a new course of action which will take us higher 
both as an organisation and as individuals who actively 
participate in this organisation, of which we are all proud. I would 
like to take this opportunity and congratulate you all for being 
members of this wonderful family of academics, researchers, 
practitioners and all others who are interested in promoting the 
ideas and ideals for which this organisation stands for. It is 
important to remind us that the CCEAM is the only 
“international” organisation in the field of Educational 
Administration and Leadership. Even though we are a 
Commonwealth organisation, we do have individual members 
who come from all over the world. This indeed helps us in 
reaching everywhere and especially where there is a genuine 
concern about leadership in education which is one of the most 
important aspects of schools and schooling today. After all, we 
should all be reminded that the main reason for our existence is 
because there are students who need to learn and not because 
there are teachers who need to teach. 
 
As President of the CCEAM, I am really looking forward to 
keeping in touch and collaborating with you on various issues. I 
am keen on finding ways in which we can all work together in 
order to advance Educational Administration, Leadership and 
Management not just around the Commonwealth but also around 
the world. Indeed, one of my strongest priorities will be to 
advance both the practice and the theory of Educational 
Administration and Management worldwide. However, one has to 
start with small steps. I would like to take this opportunity to 
inform everybody that the following will be guidelines and strong 
priorities during my presidency: 
 
1. To provide every possible support to all our affiliates, but 

provide extra support and care for affiliates currently 
operational in the African Continent as well as establish new 
affiliates around the African region. The whole African 
concept  will  be  a  very  strong  priority  during  my term as 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
CCEAM President. My recent stay in South Africa was an 
eye opener for me about the massive work that needs to take 
place in the areas of Educational Administration, 
Management and Leadership there. I will try to use this 
experience in order to advance our goals and aspirations 
within the CCEAM. Further, the fact that we will hold our 
CCEAM conference for 2008 in South Africa will provide a 
new impetus for all of us. 

 
2. I envision that the various Caribbean and Pacific Islands 

initiatives will continue to operate and will get even stronger 
and healthier. 

 
3. With the assistance of the new chair of the Publications 

Committee, I will take every step possible to ensure the 
continued publication of our esteemed journal, as well as the 
improvement in the journal’s delivery to our members, a 
service they so greatly deserve. Further, we will make sure 
that the newsletter, Managing Education Matters, will be 
delivered to all our members either in printed or electronic 
form in a timely manner. 

 
4. With the assistance of a relevant committee on fund raising, 

we will make concerted efforts in trying to acquire funds 
from other sources so that we do not have to rely solely on 
the Commonwealth Foundation and on our Members’ fees. 
We are already actively searching for other funding avenues 
within the European Union, as three of our Commonwealth 
members are also members of the European Union (the UK, 
Malta and Cyprus). 

 
Further, let me take this opportunity to introduce the members of 
the new Executive of the CCEAM which will implement Board 
policies and manage the affairs of the CCEAM and carry us 
through to the next Board meeting which will take place in 
Cyprus, in October 2006 during our CCEAM Conference. Please 
note that the new Executive has been formed according to the 
new CCEAM Constitution, which was ratified during our General 
Meeting in Hong Kong in October 2004. All titles and 
membership of the Executive are in agreement with the 
arrangements under this Constitution: 
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Dr Petros Pashiardis, President, Cyprus 
Ms Jo Howse, Immediate Past President, New Zealand 
Dr Tom Bisschoff, Vice President, South Africa 
Ms Maria Georgiou, Vice President, Cyprus 
Dr Ray Auala, Member, Namibia 
Dr Christopher Bezzina, Member, Malta 
Mr Yiannis Savvides, Member, Cyprus 
Dr Athina Michaelidou-Evripidou, Member, Cyprus 
Mr Andreas Tsiakkiros, CCEAM Business Manager, 
Cyprus. 

 
Moreover, I will make it a point to work very closely with the 
Commonwealth Foundation and its current leadership, such as 
Rudo Chitiga, Deputy Director and Sharon Robinson, Programme 
Manager. It is to our benefit to seek to hear their views and at the 
same time to ask to be heard as well, on a regular basis. As I am 
often told when in London, please do drop by the Marlborough 
House and visit with the Commonwealth Foundation and 
Secretariat staff. They are always eager and pleased to meet with 
us and discuss issues that are of mutual concern. 
 
Finally, I would like to remind us all, that the next CCEAM 
conference will be held in my mother country, Cyprus, and of 
course it will give us great pleasure to welcome you in October 
2006, at a conference which promises to be another great event 
for the CCEAM. The main theme of the conference is:  

«Recreating Linkages between Theory and Praxis in 
Educational Leadership». 

As you all know, the CCEAM conferences are considered one of 
the most important international events in the areas of 
Educational Administration, Management and Leadership. They 
provide the venue where we can all celebrate our cultural 
pluralism and our different approaches of the various cognitive 
areas in which we all are involved both from a research as well as 
from a practitioner’s point of view. Therefore, please make a note 
in your diary about this special event, which no one can miss. 
From our part, we will be anxiously waiting to welcome you so 
that we may gain from each other during our exchange of ideas 
and at the same time enjoy the beauty and the civilization of the 
island of Cyprus alongside with a blend of modern Greek eating, 
drinking and dancing. I am especially looking forward to 
welcoming young researchers and newcomers into our field and 
organisation so that we might be enriched with their new ideas 
side by side with the already established world-figures in our field 
who always give us the honour of attending our conferences. 
Therefore, from 12-17 October 2006 you have to be in Cyprus 
and we will be ready to welcome you and to provide another 
memorable event for all of us. 
 
In conclusion, I would like to ask you to start sending us ideas for 
further development in order to ensure that the CCEAM will 
continue its course as one of the most important educational 
organisations around the Commonwealth and indeed the world. 
Further, we would love to have your articles, news and other 
ideas for the MEM. My contact details follow so that you have 
these at once for any communication you want to have with the 
Executive: 
 
Petros Pashiardis, Ph.D. 
President CCEAM 
Department of Education, University of Cyprus 
P.O.Box 20537, 1678 Lefkosia, CYPRUS 
Tel.: +357-22753739 or +357-22753705 
Fax: +357-22377950 
E-mail: edpetros@ucy.ac.cy 
 
Looking forward to hearing from you. Warm personal regards, 
 
Petros Pashiardis 
CCEAM President 

Note from the Editor 
 
Dear CCEAM Members 
 
As our previous Business Manager, Pat Sallis, pointed out two 
years ago “Change is a given in Education and indeed in any 
context. Certainly the history of this publication has been no 
exception to that phenomenon”. The time has come again and the 
editorship has moved from New Zealand to Cyprus along with the 
Presidency of our organisation.  
 
I am looking forward to the continued flow of news, views, 
professional initiatives and academic developments in the field 
which will continue to make Managing Education Matters a 
successful and valued publication in our field throughout the 
Commonwealth and beyond. This is not always an easy task for 
an Editor, as the choice as to what is published obviously depends 
upon National Affiliates or individual members’ contribution. 
Please encourage your membership to submit their news, views 
and ideas so that we maintain a fully representative publication. 
 
That is why I am depending on YOU - my co-members of 
CCEAM around the world to send me material to include in 
future issues. Your input will be very welcome at anytime so that 
I can build up a bank of copy to use in our twice yearly 
publications. News and views must come from around the world 
to make this a really global Newsletter. Please keep the material 
coming and pay your part by responding to requests for articles or 
by submitting copy to the Editor.  
 
We have a wide readership so you can be sure that your 
contribution will be appreciated by a large and diverse group. 
You can help us to develop future editions of Managing 
Education Matters by sending the following material:  
• affiliate news and activities; 
• conference reports; 
• book reviews; 
• membership issues; 
• research summaries based upon your personal work in 

educational administration; 
• short papers (1 000 words with limited references) which 

contribute to practitioner knowledge and have a strong 
practical orientation underpinned by theory and research; 

• short abstracts (500 words) which give an overview of 
political/policy changes in global education systems. 

 
May I take this opportunity to extend my special thanks to Pat 
Sallis, our previous Business Manager, for her ongoing support 
during the transition period. Her professionalism is appreciated 
by all of us, and I still contact her when I need an expert advice 
on an issue. Her depth of care and experience are invaluable and 
her dedication to her work is acknowledged by all of us.  
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you make it to Cyprus. We 
look forward to working with you in the future, and will continue 
to enjoy sharing and reading about all our CCEAM news in our 
ever improving Newsletter Managing Education Matters. In case 
you want to get in touch, my contact details are:  
 
Andreas Tsiakkiros, M.A. 
Business Manager CCEAM 
Department of Education, University of Cyprus 
P.O.Box 20537, 1678 Lefkosia, CYPRUS 
Tel.: +357-22800665 or +357-99634344 
Fax: +357-22373064 
E-mail: andreas.tsiakkiros@cceam.org 
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My thanks to Petros Pashiardis, Yiannis Savvides, Brother 
George, Maria Eliophotou-Menon, Christopher Bezzina, Jo 
Howse and Edwin Wong for their contributions to this issue. 
 
I wish you all well in your endeavours. 
 
Andreas Tsiakkiros 
Business Manager and Editor 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

Get to know the new President and Business 
Manager of CCEAM   

 
Professor Petros PASHIARDIS has made a distinguished 
contribution, both in Cyprus and overseas, to the development of 
Educational Management and Administration as a discipline. He 
has worked at the University of Cyprus since 1992, holding a 
variety of positions, culminating currently in his post as Associate 
Professor of Educational Administration. 
 
Petros studied Educational Administration at the University of 
Texas at Austin as a Fulbright Scholar from 1987 to1990. He was 
also the recipient of the Armand Hammer Fellowship at the LBJ 
School of Public Affairs of the University of Texas at Austin. 
Before joining the University of Cyprus he worked as a school 
teacher, an Education Consultant with the Texas Association of 
School Boards and an Assistant Professor with the University of 
Texas-Permian Basin, where he was heavily involved in research 
and teaching on the School Principalship, on Strategic Planning in 
Education as well as other Educational Leadership issues. 
 
He has also worked or lectured in many countries including 
Malta, Great Britain, India, New Zealand, Greece and the United 
States. Recently (January-August 1999, summer 2000, summer 
2001, summer 2002) he was invited as a Visiting Associate 
Research Scientist with the Texas A & M University. He has also 
advised the Government of Cyprus on the introduction of a new 
teacher evaluation and promotion scheme in its primary and 
secondary schools and also on the development and training of a 
national educational inspectorate. Further, he has been an external 
examiner for doctoral dissertations or adviser to the Ministry of 
Education in Greece, the University of Malta, the University of 
Tasmania, the University of Lincolnshire in the UK, the 
University of Thessaloniki in Greece, the University of Utkal in 
India and the University of Pretoria in South Africa. He has also 
acted as consultant and adviser to schools, colleges and local, 
regional and national authorities (including most recently the 
Police Force in Cyprus together with his wife Georgia and 
Professor Peter Ribbins) on a variety of themes. 
 
Over the last fifteen years Professor Pashiardis has researched 
and published a variety of areas of education management and 
policy making at institutional, local, national and international 
levels. His article, Teacher participation in Decision Making, 
(International Journal of Educational Management, 8, (5), pp. 
14-17, 1994) was awarded “The 1995 Literati Club Award for 
Excellence (Highly Commended). On his own or with others, he 
has authored well over 40 articles in scholarly and professional 
journals many of them on aspects of leaders and leadership. 
Within Cyprus, this has included research into the role of the 
headteacher or principal. He has published a book in Greek on 
teacher evaluation and papers on the role of the head in Cyprus. 
He has also published a book in Greek on the Effective Schools 
Movement together with his wife. However, his interests in this 
area have become increasingly international, stretching to the 
USA where it all began, the UK, USA, New Zealand, Malta, 
India and Greece. His work at the University of Cyprus has led to 
the publishing of texts which are the first of their kind: studies in 

both Greek and English based on contemporary evidence about 
principals and the principalship within the schools of Cyprus. In 
his role as vice president for publications for the Commonwealth 
Council for Educational Administration and Management 
(CCEAM), he edited a book entitled International Perspectives in 
Educational Leadership, which has been published by the 
University of Hong Kong-Institute for Education in 2001. Most 
recently, he coordinated a Socrates programme on European 
Educational Leadership and produced a CD-ROM out of this 
project together with three other colleagues, Angela Thody from 
the University of Lincoln, England; Zoi Papanaoum from the 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece; and Olof Johansson 
from the University of Umea, Sweden. His latest book was 
published in Greek (September 2004) by the Maitaixmio 
Publishers in Greece and it is titled: “Educational Leadership: 
From the era of benevolent neglect to the current era”. As of 
October 2004 and until 2008, Professor Pashiardis has been 
elected as President of the CCEAM. 
 
Andreas TSIAKKIROS was born in Ammochostos, Cyprus. He 
studied at the Pedagogical Academy (Teachers’ Training College) 
and then received his B.A. degree in Primary Education from the 
University of Cyprus. From 1995 until 1997 he studied at the 
University of Nottingham, where he was awarded an M.A. degree 
in Educational Management. From 1999 he is a postgraduate 
student at the University of Cyprus in the programme of 
Educational Management and Curriculum Development and since 
May 2001 he is a Doctoral Candidate. He has taught in primary 
schools in the past eight years and, starting in September 2001, he 
is on secondment at the Primary Education Director’s Office at 
the Ministry of Education and Culture of Cyprus. He is the 
Treasurer of the Cyprus Educational Administration Society 
(CEAS). His research interests are in strategic management, 
continuous professional development of teachers, programme 
evaluation and stress management and he has published in 
various scientific journals.  

 
 
 

 
A Report on the 2004 CCEAM Conference held in 

Hong Kong and Shanghai - China 
 
The CCEAM biennial conference held last year in October was a 
highly successful event. It was hosted by the Centre for 
Educational Leadership, the University of Hong Kong in HKSAR 
and the School of Education Science of the East China Normal 
University in Shanghai. The theme of the conference 
“Educational Leadership in Pluralistic Societies” reflected the 
increasing cultural diversity within the Commonwealth and the 
global communities. Nevertheless, it attracted participants not 
only from the Commonwealth countries but from other parts of 
the world as well. 
 
The conference provided a forum for scientists from all over the 
world to share and exchange views on a variety of themes 
concerning the theory and practice of educational leadership. 
Participants had also the opportunity to reflect and network on 
major issues concerning educational administration. 
 
Keynote speeches by distinguished academics and scientists 
including Kai-ming Cheng, Marianne Coleman, Paul Bredeson, 
Zeng Guo Yuan, Margaret Grogan and Andy Hargreaves 
reflected the organisers aim to stress the importance of leadership, 
shared in different levels of the school and of the pluralistic 
nature of today’s societies, outlined in the diversity of cultures 
and belief systems, signalling the need for tolerance, 
understanding and empathy. 

Reports on CCEAM Conference 2004 
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There was a rich variety of paper presentations. Themes ranged 
from teaching and learning, e-leadership, culture, globalisation, 
teachers’ professional development and behaviour, educational 
policy, and school system evaluation to educational ethics and 
philosophy. However, as expected, the majority of papers related 
mostly to educational leadership. Presenters reported research 
findings and on the job experiences, mostly concerning primary 
and secondary education.  
 
During the last day of the conference in Hong Kong on Friday 
October 2004, CCEAM had its Awards Ceremony. The 
programme included the Fellowship Awards, farewells and 
thanks to conference organisers, change over of President and an 
audio visual presentation from Cyprus on the CCEAM 
Conference 2006. Fellowships were awarded to four 
distinguished CCEAM members: Carol Cardno (New Zealand), 
Peter Hodge (Australia), Vasant Nagpure (India) and Carolyn 
Shields (Canada).  
 
The school visits provided an excellent opportunity for 
participants to familiarise themselves with the educational system 
in Hong Kong and Shanghai and meet with colleagues and 
students coming from a completely different cultural context. It 
was an outstanding experience!  
 
Despite the fact that the conference was hosted in two different 
venues, the organisers have succeeded to facilitate an exceptional 
event. Beyond the academic aspect of the conference, all had the 
opportunity to meet socially and have a pleasant stay in both 
venues, through the cultural programme offered during lunches 
and dinners or between sessions. 

 
_________________________________________ 

 
Participation of the Cyprus Educational 

Administration Society (CEAS) at the 2004 
CCEAM Conference 

 
A six member CEAS delegation participated in the conference 
presenting a wide range of papers. Presentations included the 
following: 
 

- School climate in Cyprus elementary schools: the Children’s 
voices, by Georgia Pashiardis 

- The bad news: Time flies…the good news: The joystick is in 
your hands! A closer look on how a principal manages his 
time, by Yiannis Kasoulides and Petros Pashiardis 

- Analysis of professional needs of primary school 
headteachers in Cyprus, by Petros Pashiardis, Maria 
Eliophotou-Menon, Maria Georgiou, Andreas Tsiakkiros, 
Andreas Stylianou, Olga Papayianni and Yiannis Savvides 

- Occupational stress among Cyprus headteachers: Sources 
and coping strategies, by Andreas Tsiakkiros and Petros 
Pashiardis 

- Complexity theory as an alternative approach to school 
restructuring, by Maria Papaioannou and Petros Pashiardis 

- Investigating the relationship between principals’ leadership 
behaviour and self-efficacy with teachers’ self- and 
collective efficacy: Report of research in progress, by 
Yiannis Savvides and Petros Pashiardis. 

 
For us, the CEAS delegation, this Conference had been a 
milestone, for two reasons. Firstly, CEAS President Professor 
Petros Pashiardis, who was elected as the next President of 
CCEAM, assumed presidency officially. Secondly, we had to 
inform our colleagues, that the next CCEAM Conference will be 
held in our country, Cyprus, and of course to make it explicit that 
it will give us great pleasure to welcome delegates from all over 

the world at a conference which we will make sure will be  
another great event in the CCEAM calendar.   
 
Yiannis Savvides 
President CEAS 
Executive Board Member CCEAM 

 
_________________________________________ 

 
Schooling for School Heads: Reflections from the 

School Visits 
 
One of the most important educational aspects of the CCEAM 
Conference held in Hong Kong and Shanghai in October 2004 
was the school visits. In Hong Kong some of the participants 
visited St. Paul’s Co-Educational College on the 20th of October. 
I was deeply impressed by the achievements of the school, in 
spite of the acute shortage of space. The lesson was loud and 
clear: with proper attitude, dedication and commitment, you can 
overcome the deficiencies caused by lack of physical facilities. 
During the visit, I decided to interview a student on a one to one 
level rather than in a group to get to know the ‘inside’ of the 
student. I met Melody, the Captain of the Current Affairs Club, 
and asked her, “What is the biggest punishment, you students 
ever get from your teachers?”. She replied, “The biggest 
punishment for us students is seeing our teachers disappointed”. 
Such inherent respect for teachers seems to make the students of 
St. Paul’s Co-Educational College more receptive and ever 
willing to learn. 
 
In Shanghai we visited Shanghai Model School on the 27th of 
October. The most impressive thing I observed were the facilities 
provided. The concept of school-based curriculum development is 
clearly demonstrated there. For a total roll of 800 students, the 
facilities provided there - 100 pianos,  an exclusive hall for sword 
fighting and rock climbing, hall for learning Chinese chess, 
museum to learn Chinese culture, etc. - contribute a great deal 
towards faster overall development of the students in that school. 
We observed two lessons, first a Chinese lesson in Class 3 and 
then an English lesson in Class 1. The quality of teaching that 
was demonstrated by the Class 1 English teacher was unique; it 
was the best lesson I have ever observed in my 25 year teaching 
career. The range of skills employed to teach one single lesson 
was numerous. It made every student in the class become actively 
involved in learning; there was not even a single uninterested 
student in the class. As a result, at the end of the lesson, there was 
no need to give homework, since the lesson was remembered for 
life! The overall ability of the students in that primary school to 
fluently speak English, bears the best testimony to quality 
teaching. 
 
Brother P. J. George 
Principal Xavier College 
CCEAM Board Member for Fiji 

 
 
 

 
 
Visit of CCEAM Immediate Past President to the 

Maltese Islands 
 
It was fortuitous that Jo Howse, Immediate Past President of the 
Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration and 
Management (CCEAM) visited Malta as a member of the 
Commonwealth People’s Forum Steering Committee that met on 
the island last October. Dr Christopher Bezzina, President of the 

Affiliate News 
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Malta Society for Educational Administration and Management 
(MSEAM) and Fr David Cilia, Chair of the Private Schools 
Association (PSA) hosted Jo Howse from Auckland, New 
Zealand. Special thanks to Sr Joanna Gatt Head of St Monica 
School in Gzira who provided the excellent facilities and 
premises for a unique meeting that generated a lot of positive 
energy and enthusiasm. This has set the scene for further 
collaboration with all sectors of education. 
 
In her opening address Jo noted that her visit to Malta was very 
timely as outgoing President of CCEAM. The CCEAM 
secretariat is currently being transferred to Cyprus and this will 
provide a wonderful opportunity for Cyprus and Malta to work 
proactively not only within the Commonwealth but also in the 
EuroMed region. 
 
Jo Howse shared with the principals and deputy principals from 
the state and independent sector the work of the CCEAM and 
recent research that she has conducted on the headship in Tonga 
and Fiji. The session was interactive with a discussant and full 
involvement of the audience as the session progressed. The 
discussant for this session was Fr David Cilia, Principal of the 
Archbishop’s Seminary. An engaging discussion ensued as the 
current leaders of our schools reacted to the tensions and conflicts 
identified by principals in the Pacific region. The Maltese school 
leaders openly discussed parallels within the context of their own 
educational environment and welcomed the opportunity to share 
concerns with those present. It was made clear by a number of 
participants that to move forward in their schools, heads urgently 
require structured time for reflection and professional 
development. The need to address the different needs that 
principals have at different stages of their career was also 
signalled. It was recommended that all newly appointed 
principals have an induction training period prior to their 
appointment. Furthermore, long serving principals spoke out on 
their needs to have ongoing professional development 
opportunities so that they can keep abreast of current educational 
trends and access to the pertinent literature and research that 
would assist in managing their role. 
 
There was a clear signal that the two associations work 
collaboratively on areas of mutual concern so that they could 
provide school leaders and other educational leaders a forum for 
discussion, sharing, learning and personal and collective growth. 
It would also provide an opportunity for people to engage in 
critical dialogue and reflection which they feel is currently sadly 
lacking.  
 
Another important point that came out from this meeting was the 
urgent need to recognise the leaders of tomorrow’s schools and to 
ensure that middle managers (e.g. assistant principals and subject 
co-ordinators) are nurtured and provided with adequate training to 
prepare them for the headship in the future. It was gratifying to 
hear that participants highlighted the importance behind 
distributed leadership which implies identifying leadership 
potential in teachers so that they can be actively engaged in the 
change process.  
 
The MSEAM and the PSA would welcome a combined 
membership that reflects a cross section of principals, deputy 
principals, subject co-ordinators, teachers, and educational 
officials from the Ministry of Education, Youth and Work and the 
Education Division. 
 
Dr Christopher Bezzina 
President MSEAM 
Executive Board Member CCEAM 
Jo Howse 
Immediate Past President 
Executive Board Member CCEAM 

Project report conducted by the Cyprus 
Educational Administration Society (CEAS): 

Analysis of professional needs of primary school 
headteachers in Cyprus 

 
In early 2004, the members of the Cyprus Educational 
Administration Society (CEAS), which is affiliated with 
CCEAM, began working on a project aimed at analysing the 
professional needs of primary school headteachers in Cyprus. 
After discussing the project, the committee designed the 
methodology to be used in its investigation. A questionnaire was 
mailed to all primary school headteachers in Cyprus. The 
questionnaire was based on the findings reported in the literature 
on effective school leadership. In this measuring instrument, 
respondents were asked to rate a number of characteristics in 
terms of their importance for the effectiveness of the headteacher. 
Also, respondents stated the extent to which they felt that they 
had a need for improvement in each characteristic. Overall, 64% 
of the questionnaires were completed, which is considered very 
satisfactory for this method of data collection. 
 
After the collection of data, the findings were analysed, using 
both quantitative and qualitative techniques. According to the 
findings, Cyprus primary headteachers considered the following 
three general areas very important for successful leadership at the 
school level: the effective administration and fiscal management 
of the school unit, the fostering of a healthy school climate, and 
the leadership and management of the school in ways that allow 
for its development and improvement. Moreover, headteachers 
reported that their professional needs were greatest in the 
following three areas: curriculum development, personnel 
management, and school leadership and management. 
 
Following the analysis of the findings, the members of the 
committee worked on a paper, which was presented at the 
CCEAM conference in Hong-Kong in October of the same year. 
Moreover, the findings of the research were brought to the 
attention of the Ministry of Education and Culture, and the 
Department of Education of the University of Cyprus. This led to 
a discussion on ways of utilising the findings in order to improve 
the management of primary schools in Cyprus. The members of 
the committee plan to proceed with additional analysis of the 
findings since the paper presented covered mainly the quantitative 
aspects. It is expected that the complete analysis of the findings 
will lead to additional publications and discussions of the topic 
with academics and government policy makers. 
 
The research was funded by the Commonwealth Foundation to 
which CEAS expresses its thanks for their valuable help towards 
the realisation of this project.  
 
Dr Maria Eliophotou-Menon 
CCEAM Board Member for Cyprus 
 

_________________________________________ 
 
News from an ex-affiliate of CCEAM: The Hong 

Kong Council for Educational Administration 
(HKCEA) 

 
The latest developments of the Hong Kong Council for 
Educational Administration (HKCEA) include the following: 
 

 With utmost support from members, the Council was 
successfully incorporated in 2004. The official name of the 
Council after incorporation is the Hong Kong Council for 
Educational Administration Limited. Also, fellowship has 
been introduced to the Council, and the Chairpersons from 
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the past terms of office and all current members of the 
Executive Committee have been invited to be a Fellow 
Member in 2004. 

 
 An international conference entitled “Educational 

Leadership in the New Millennium: From Teacher 
Development to School Development” was organised by the 
Council, in collaboration with the Division of Continuing 
Professional Education of the Hong Kong Institute of 
Education. The conference was extremely well-received by 
having 252 participants attending it. They were from 
various countries, including Japan, Singapore, China, 
Canada, Australia, etc., and their background was greatly 
versatile. Participants were mainly school supervisors, 
principals, heads of primary schools and kindergartens, 
senior teachers, teachers, school administrators, government 
officials, policy makers, tertiary academics and researchers. 
During the conference, 27 papers and proposals of 
diversified topics were presented. As the highlight of the 
conference, Professor Brian J. Caldwell, Dean of Education 
of the University of Melbourne, and Ms Huang Qiong, 
Director of Pre-school Education Research Department at 
Teaching Research Institute of the Education Commission 
of Shanghai were invited to give their keynote presentations 
on that day. 

 
 Fourteen HKCEA members published their papers in the 

two latest issues of a local journal, New Horizons of 
Education. 

 
Dr Edwin Wong 
Chairperson HKCEA 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

AERA Conference 2005 
 
The American Educational Research Association (AERA) will 
hold its annual meeting in Montreal, Canada on the 11-14 April 
2005. Once again there will be a CCEAM symposium organised 
by Professor Charles Webber from the University of Calgary. In 
keeping with the AERA meeting theme of, Demography and 
democracy in the era of accountability, the CCEAM symposium 
will address the many aspects of research based on Educational 
Leadership and Entrepreneurship across the Commonwealth. 
These will include: 
 

• Pacific island principal professional development: An 
enterprise in fostering effective leadership and 
management, by Carol Cardno and Jo Howse  (Unitec 
Institute of Technology) 

• Entrepreneurship in the field of educational leadership 
preparation: Issues in public/private partnerships in the 
development of a national blended learning 
development programme for site-level school business 
managers, by Fergus O’Sullivan (University of 
Lincoln)  

• School improvement – it is achievable: A case study 
from a South African School, by Petros Pashiardis, 
(University of Cyprus) and Jan Heystek (University of 
Pretoria) 

• The entrepreneurial role in school leadership: Lessons 
from the UK transforming the school workforce project, 
by Steve Rayner (University of Birmingham) and Helen 
Gunter (University of Manchester)  

• Promoting learning through ICT: The change 
facilitation style of Australian elementary principals, by 
John Schiller, (University of Newcastle)  

• Entrepreneurship and educational leadership 
development:  A Canadian perspective, by Charles F. 
Webber (University of Calgary) 

• Entrepreneurial leadership, modernisation and public 
ideals: Ethical issues, paradoxes and contradictions, by 
Philip A. Woods and Glenys J. Woods (University of 
the West of England). 

 
For information on AERA and the CCEAM symposium please 
contact Charles Webber at: cwebber@ucalgary.ca . 
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European Intervisitation Programme 2005 
 

The intervisitation which will take place in Spain on 23-29 
October 2005, has as a subject: “Immigration, equity and 
European building”. The provisional programme includes among 
others: 

• Lectures                     
• Visits to educational institutions with a high variety of 

cultures and nationalities 
• Panels of experts 
• Contacts with local authorities  
• Discussions in different groups. 

  
For more information please contact Len Watson at: 
lewatson@tesco.net . 
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WEBSITE 
 

The CCEAM website is a valuable source of 
information and current news for all members. Our site has 
been given a thorough makeover and new material has been 
uploaded. The new site is being launched in February 2005, 
replacing the previous site that the New Zealand presidency 

has established. The site is a great way to keep up to date with 
events, colleagues, publications and policy. Catch the habit 
and visit us regularly at: http://www.cceam.org and let us 

know what you think. 


